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“Don’t Say That Word!”
TECHNOLOGY … TECHNOLOGY…that’s right I said it.

Technology. Its a
word that is not easily embraced in the petroleum industry. In an era where consolidation
of distributors is rampant and fathers are releasing (or at least loosening) the reigns of their
company to the next generation; technology is no longer a perk but it is a requirement to
doing business; to staying in business.
People want more information with less effort.
GPS, Geo-fencing, Electronic Driver Logs, Digital BOL Scanners, In-Compartment
Probes, Truck Diagnostics, Optimized Routing, Automated Forecasting, Barcode Scanners,
In-Cab Cameras…there are so many buzz words and so many options provided separately
by different companies.
The key is Integration. If you defend your business with technology, how do these
technologies interact with each other? Will the vendors cooperate with each other? Are
their technologies written in compatible formats; compatible languages?
Is there an integrated solution?
SMARTLogix Inc. offers a complete line of Fuel Management Solutions on a component
basis or in a complete integrated package focused and on your competitive sustainability.
Products offered:
SMARTruck – Real Time Wireless Onboard Truck Technology with integrated GPS
SMARTDispatch – Automated Dispatch and Delivery Software with Optimized Routing
SMARTank – Wireless Tank Monitoring Solutions
Consolidation does not have to be a bad thing. Consolidate your billing, paperwork, and
processes in order to expand into new markets and new businesses. Where is the next
profitable market you’d like to be in? Don’t worry about how far you can travel because the
truck has to come back…Don’t come back! Remotely manage your customers with tank
monitors or forecasting tools and manage your trucks and drivers with On-board truck
technology.
Technology – the application of tools and methods: the study, development, and
application of devices, machines, and techniques for productive processes and enhanced
customer service.
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